Cross lane fair. Cornemuse, bodhrán, orchestre concerto
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→ Cross lane fair
for Northumbrian pipes, bodhrán and orchestra
Material description: 1 partition (50 p.) : 19 cm
Note: Date de composition : 1994. - Durée : ca 14 min. - Note du compositeur
Compositeur: Peter Maxwell Davies (1934-2016)
Link: catalogue
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→ Symphony no. 3
Material description: 1 disque compact (1 h 12 min 40 s) : DDD
Compositeur: Peter Maxwell Davies (1934-2016)
Direction d'orchestre: Peter Maxwell Davies (1934-2016)
Orchestre: BBC Philharmonic. Manchester, GB
Link: catalogue
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Sources and references

Link to the main catalogue

https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb14831192q

Sources

Cross lane faire / P. M. Davies. - London : Chester music, 1994